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Cover Page: All the way from Thames: Malcolm Foster’s beautiful
amphibious aircraft skims the water for a perfect touchdown. Read all about
another fantastic float plane day, page 7.
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Presidents Report
Grant
So the last few days had been beautiful and
sunny, very hot and just superb for flying. I've
heard a number of members have taken the
opportunity to fly in this stunning November
weather, I just wish I wasn't the one that was
having to work whilst these guys we're out at
the field enjoying themselves. A couple of
weeks of go I finally got the DH Beaver of
Bruce Pickering’s into the Sky for an afternoon of flying. The model
went very well and should make a good aircraft to fly at scale rallies and
scale competitions. Unfortunately, a couple of weekends later, as I put
the model into the van, I caught the tailplane on the side of the Van. This
caused some minor structural damage to the tail and resulted in the
model going back to the workshop for repair…Oh well I guess I needed
more work to do… not!
This month's club flying day activity was a successful floatplane day at
Lake Kainui (D) last weekend. The weather was magnificent with pretty
much calm conditions and fine sunshine all day long. We couldn't really
have asked for better and we didn’t even have issues with access through
the gate this time which really pleased Gordon. Gordon has written an
article elsewhere in the bulletin, so I won't steal any of his Thunder.
Octobers themed club
day was for vintage,
glider, electric and
aerotow.
We had a great days
flying with a quick
glider competition run
by our club captain Sel,
which most people
took part in.
The
competition was won
by yours truly, so I
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guess I will have to blow my own trumpet on that one
In the
afternoon Gordon, Chris and Phil all had a go with aero towing behind
my giant stick tow plane. 400 feet comes up really quickly on the tow, so
there wasn't much the guys could do except glide back down again for
another tow!
Octobers club night was our annual buy, sell and swap night, with a
good number of the articles for sale, and in particular, an assortment
brought along by Brad as he tried to clear out his basement before the
sale of his house. There were a number of bargains to be had and a lot of
the stuff changed hands as far as I’m aware, so all in all a good night was
had by all. We also ran another one of our “5 minutes of fame” sessions
for members to introduce themselves and tell us their history and how
they got into modeling. Thanks to Noel Bailey, Ian Sweeney and Ahmer
Sarwar for sharing your stories.
Novembers Club night is
going to involve “FLYING” .
Yes hard to believe I know,
but a model aircraft club that
does flying at their club night
meetings!! So yes, back by
popular demand, our club
night activity is Paper Plane
building with a little bit of a
competition to make it all the
more
challenging.
You
probably won’t need to bring
anything as the paper and
designs will be provided.
However, if you have a pair
of scissors, maybe some tape
and anything else you think
might help you win, then feel
free to bring that along with
you as well, note that
cheating is fully supported 
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Also on the night, Stan Hodson has offered to bring along parts of his
new Giant Spitfire project for people to inspect. Stan is also looking for
some fresh ideas on certain aspects of the build, so you will be
welcomed to comment during the nights proceedings.
The field is looking particularly good as we go into summer; the grass is
green and has been kept as short as possible. Remember to take care
putting up the electric fences and ensure it’s all working if you are the
last one to leave. If you have any concerns, please contact a committee
member to get it sorted.
There are a number of events coming up before Xmas, so make sure you
take a look at the calendar and don’t miss out on the fun. One of the
close handy events coming up is the Scale & Warbird Rally at the
Matamata Model club on Nov 17th, this should be a good event to
visit even if you don’t plan on flying.
Our December club day will be our Xmas Fly-in and BBQ at the field on
Dec 8th. This leaves us with a rain date of Dec 15th if required.
Remember our Xmas BBQ is the weekend before the final Club
night for the year and not after it.
It will be the usual Xmas event with the club providing the meats &
liquid refreshments, with members to please bring along salads and
desserts etc for a shared lunch around mid-day. Flying will be open to
anything you fancy. Extra chairs, fold out tables, gazebo’s etc are always
a bonus if you can fit them in with you.
Well that’s all I have for this month, keep your fingers crossed for more
fine flying weather and keep them as far from the propeller as you can!
Remember…safe flying is no accident, so let’s keep it that way.
Grant
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HMAC’s 2 I.C.
Reports on what is fast
becoming “World Famous in
New Zealand’s” Float Plane Day
(at Lake D - Kainui)
Over to you Gordon….Ed.
Finally, an excellent weather forecast on the
old telly, so out to the lake bright & early. Stunning conditions on arrival,
quite rare at this time of year!
The cars just kept rolling through the gate with visitors from all over as
well as most of the locals. There was soon plenty of flying going on and
guess what I overheard.....”the water is too smooth, there’s no wind, it’s
hard to unstick’ !! Cripes, you can’t please people sometimes can you???
Ha ha.
We had visitors from New Plymouth, Auckland, Cambridge & Thames
to add to the Hamilton boys & girls. It was great to see you all there and
I hope you had an enjoyable day.
Lots of suspect takeoffs and just as many dodgy landings but that’s par
for the course! Unfortunately the good takeoffs outnumbered the good
landings with Alan plonking his Macchi into the hill across from the lake
and plenty others giving the water a good smacking.

The rescue boat had a decent
workout as yet another plane takes
a good smacking
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However there were two other very “interesting” landings. I am not sure
which gets the prize (Booby?). Firstly, Stan was doing a lovely approach
& landing with his Cub, unfortunately he declined to use the rudder on
touchdown resulting in a skate up onto the bank, across the boat ramp,
between poles, across grass, towards a tree, coming to a halt unscathed
on the lawn. How did he miss all that stuff?? That will go into folk law!
(Landing of the year?)
The other had not such a happy ending. Keith (New Plymouth) was
having a couple of issues getting his North Star in the air. Finally on
takeoff it veered towards “Brads Tree”. Because this tree is one of those
mythical “plane magnets” of course it got its victim! BOOM, plane
stuck up in the top branches. After a bit of head scratching a vital phone
call was made and as if by magic a young and fit tree climber was
summoned. With all the appropriate gear & skills he was up the tree
(bloody high) like a monkey. (Whilst doing it in a safe manner) . He got
hold of the plane with two hands while being tied off, hooked it onto a
lanyard and climbed back down
to the ground. Well done!!
I am sure Keith was glad to at
least have all the bits returned
although not in the same
condition as when they arrived up
there!
Phil had his lovely Beaver out
and it is still plagued by technical
issues, it did some taxing but we
still await the day to see air under
the wings!
I’m sure we will get to see Phil’s Beaver flying one day soon
Our old mate Malcolm Foster, who now resides in Thames arrived and
showed us all how to build & fly scale multi-engine flying boats. Both
flew magnificently and at a very slow and scale speed. Great!
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A warm welcome to our many visitors. Seen here a couple of our
Auckland visitors. Laurie Jackson and Tony Gribble
John Dougherty also from “Thames-ish” also came to have a fly with a
nice electric jobbie. He reckoned it was the first time a transmitter had
been in his hands for thirteen months.....like riding a bike!
John Danks, another out of town visitor, was flying a very nice electric
Seawind??(Sorry if I got that wrong John). It performed very well in his
capable hands.

The float plane pilots box.
Communication is a must given
the number of pilots and planes in
the air at any one time
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Rex must have the most reluctant engine known to man because every
time it got on the water it expired...need to blindfold it maybe??
All in all lots and lots of good flying went on with the virtually dead
calm conditions being very favourable to electric foamy type models of
which there is plenty . They certainly provide lots of fun when the
weather suits.

Come to daddy little Timber

The rescue boat had its usual stern workout, deadsticks, crashes & tipovers...that never changes does it? Thanks Phil.
Lots of other stuff going on too that I didn’t see, maybe time for
someone else to do these reports...volunteers??
Gordon
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Stan’s Cub on the way to the water

View down pit lane
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Keith from New Plymouth discovered Brad’s tree and promptly put
his North Star up near the top of it.
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Beach weather

The rescue boat performs yet another rescue. A big thankyou to Phil
from all of us at HMAC who makes it all possible
13

Keith’s North Star after a
successful rescue. Nothing too
major and it will fly again

__________________________________________________________
At Jeremy’s request this is being readvertised. Come on people, a fantastic
project for an enthusiastic builder….Ed.

JERRY BATES USA Bearcat plans
and short wood kit.
1/5 scale.
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Came from the NZ distributor Avetek.
Cost NZ $620 +. I’m wanting $375 to a club member.
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If interested
Please Contact:
Jeremy Madley
021 289 4889.
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Aircraft I Dream About—the Nemeth
Parasol
Bruce Pickering
The thing about flying machines, more than any other form of transport,
is that they spawned a flood of weird and astonishing ideas that were
often dreamed up as “improvements.” Even after the wing was
successfully mastered and implemented the search for better
performance, stability and safer landings led to some fantastic designs.
One idea was to employ a round disc, rather than rectangular wing.
Such a design was conceived by Steven Nemeth, a former aeronautics
instructor at an aviation experimental station near Dayton, Ohio before it
was shut down in 1927. In 1929 he started experimenting with a wing of
circular planform. Eventually, in 1934 he produced his Nemeth Parasol,
variously nicknamed “Parachute Plane,” “Saucer Plane” and “Flying
Umbrella.” A periodical at the time stated that the Parasol was virtually
foolproof, stall-proof and able to land just about in any field.
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The original prototype Nemeth Parasol was a tail dragger that used a
lengthened fuselage “borrowed” from a 1920’s Alliance Argo biplane—
also produced in Ohio—and was powered by a 90 hp Lambert engine.
This engine and the long undercarriage legs were intended to give it
good STOL performance. Its round, saucer-like wing, with a diameter of
4.9m (16 ft), was perched on struts above the fuselage. Three control
surfaces are mounted at the rear of the wing; a central split flap—
employed for landing—flanked by an aileron each side.

According to Nemeth, the aeroplane was so easy to fly that someone
who had never flown a plane before could learn to operate the Parasol in
30 minutes. During testing, powered by the larger 110 hp Warner
engine, it achieved a speed of 217kph (135 mph). With its climb angle of
45 degrees and a landing speed of 40kph (25 mph), it was quite an
impressive aircraft. The June 1934 Modern Mechanix had a story
headlined “Novel Parachute Plane is Built to Land in the Back Yard.” It
suggested that with flying over for the day you could park the aeroplane
in a large car garage.
While the Nemeth Parasol never became a household name it did hold
some promise, as demonstrated during its test flights. It proved that
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circular wing design was viable and actually paved the way for other
successful experimental aircraft such as the Sack AS-6, the Vought
XF5U (Flying Flapjack), the Avrocar, and others.

If the aircraft performed well, why don’t we see round wing aeroplanes
all over the sky today? Well, the problem seems to be that they are both
extremely inefficient and difficult to build. Apparently a circular wing’s
very low aspect ratio of 1 greatly increases the drag it creates, especially
at high angles of attack. No doubt this contributed to the Parasol’s steep
landing profile, but it is considered impractical for an aircraft flying at
speed. The elliptical wing, such as on the Spitfire, is the nearest that
production aircraft have come to the circular planform.
This short video clip demonstrates the Parasol’s flight handling and its
respectable
STOL
performance:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIFyBU83kME
Perhaps watching the video has inspired you to build one? I know a man
who is fascinated by gyrocopters, and has made and flown a couple of
them. Well, the Nemeth Parasol has been called the predecessor to the
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gyrocopter. The 3-view and photos are all you need to make one. After
all, if the original performed acceptably, why shouldn’t a model?

__________________________________________________________
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Catalina Float Plane
Wing Span
1800mm
Length
1097mm
Includes 4 servos 2x speed
controllers 2x motors 2x 3 bladed
props
Just add own receiver and batteries.
Have manual for this aircraft. Fiber
Glass fuselage
very good flyer
Sell $200

G44 Widgeon float plane
Wing span
1295mm
Length
915mm
Includes 4 servos 2xspeed
controllers 2x motors
This model has a fiber glass
fuselage.
This model is a Great Planes model
and flys well on a 3 cell battery.
This kit sells for around
$400 with out servos ESC and
motors.
For sale at $200
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Marutaka Kit, CESSNA CITATION 500
Wing span
1700mm
Length
1570mm
weight
$kg
7 channels
require 2x 21 motors or
electric fan units
I will include 2x 90mm fan
units tha I purchased for
$80
This is a builders kit and
has plenty of Balsa wood.
The kit was purchased for
$449
Sell $250 0n0
Phone Alan 078433889 02102593002
__________________________________________________________

Hi there
I am looking for a Kyosho 72”
Spitfire kit or made up.
I am a member of the Hawkes Bay
model flying club.
Please can you let me know if there
is one for sale.
Phone 068440442
Cheers
Chris
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RC PYLON REPORT 20th OCTOBER
2019 AIRSAIL MAC
John Danks

What a great day we had here on Sunday 20th October for our first RC
Pylon event of the new season. After the last couple of scheduled events
at the end of last season rained or blown out it was great to get some
racing back here at Airsail MAC. The weather forecast was for light NW
breezes and 10% chance of rain, we had a couple of light showers early
on but by the time we were racing they cleared, we even had sunshine
later.
We ran Q500 Sport alongside F3D first, in Q500 Sport a name from the
80’s, Gary Mercer is back having a go, he only test flew his model a
week earlier after not having flown for 30 years and obviously hasn’t
lost his touch, even managed to land back on the strip 4 out of 5 times
(which was better than some others, note to ones self). Season
campaigner Stephen Collins tried to take the top off pylon 2 on the out
lap of his last race, no damage to the pylon but his model is a different
story. Six entries after a late start by Les King due to a marathon in
Auckland which stopped traffic for a couple of hours blocking him from
exiting his Hotel car park. Rising to the top this time was Ron Stone
with all his counting times under the 1min. 40sec. mark, a best of 1min.
36sec., two seconds back was Stephen Collins followed by Len Krook.
F3D had another new pilot (to F3D) but very accomplished racer in all
other classes, Frazer Briggs or Bogan to his mates, he borrowed an Apex
off me and really enjoyed the experience, I’m pretty sure we’ll be seeing
him with an F3D model before too long. With Ross Craighead and
myself making up the field we had three up races. Some good close and
fast racing resulting in Ross and I doing a 60 second race each,
unfortunately on my attempt I cut P1 on the warm down lap after the
finish scoring a cut. (another note to ones self, go past P1 before exiting
the course) Ross came out the winner with myself second and Frazer
third.
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F3R had a very good entry of eight pilots, joining this group for the first
time was Antony Wright flying a HPA Speedy complete with LS Nelson
sucking it along. With the help of caller John Knox, Antony managed a
very good fifth place, one better than his caller so he must have learnt
well. Stephen Collins was on fire with a well earned 1st place followed
by myself then Len Krook. Not such a good day for our traveller from
the Hawks Bay, John Sutherland who caught some bad air while low
around P3 smearing his Shotgun between P3 and P1.
F3T with 6 entries was last away with all the usual victims,
unfortunately for Len he had an issue with the fence on one landing then
put his no.2 model deep into Death Valley (he emerged sometime later
with a practically undamaged model!) Once again John Sutherland had
an issue with terrain, this time planting his GP-5 on the same line but a
bit further ahead, no change from this crash either unfortunately. Frazer
had a cracker of a run with his rebuilt Nelson LS going strong and
scoring a PB of 61.75 sec. along the way leaving some distance to
second place getter John Knox followed by Stephen Collins.
With only two entries in E Sport we called it a day, this old fella needed
a cup of tea and a lie down after that lot anyway, a gather up of all the
equipment and reinstatement of the electric fence by all the helpers and
we were back for photos and a demo by Frazer and his Viper Jet turbine.
Following a short committee meeting we were into the sausage sizzle
and results, mouth racing went on for some time before we tried to stay
awake and watch a recorded All Black/Ireland match.
Some new faces came along to watch resulting in some very good
questions being answered and hopefully some more giving this fantastic
sport a go, I know of one 2nd hand Q500 Sport model changing hands
on the day at least. A few of those turning up for a look helped out on
the course too so a big thank you to you all, you know who you are and
hopefully we’ll see you out again some time.
It is very nice to see all the women giving this a go too, with calling
duties at the moment but keep tuned I hear this is about to change. June,
Gary’s wife sat at the timers table all day recording laps and putting up
with Gary’s cursing when the timing system had an issue, thanks for
driving that system for us for most of the day too Gary. On a personal
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note I’d like to thank my daughter Tania for all her help too, she’s been
calling for me since last year with the ultimate challenge being the
World Champs a couple of months ago and guiding me to three personal
bests during that event, it doesn’t get much better than that does it?
And of course last but not least my lovely wife Sharon for her delicious
scones for lunch.
The next meeting is once again at Airsail MAC on the 17th November,
Tania, John Knox and I are off the week earlier to Australia for a race
meeting in Maryborough so we should be fizzing by the time we return.

RESULTS
Q500 Sport;
1st. Ron Stone (Rapid Ron)
2nd. Stephen Collins (Billy Rae)
3rd. Len Krook (Dutchie)
4th. Antony Wright
5th. Les King
6th. Gary Mercer

388
390
415
438
535
650
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F3R;
1st. Stephen Collins
2nd. John Danks
3rd. Len Krook
4th. Les King
5th. Antony Wright
6th. John Knox
7th. Ross Craighead
8th. John Sutherland

299.2
315.1
353.3
365.2
385.7
444.8
546.9
577.8

F3T;
1st. Frazer Briggs (Bogan)
2nd. John Knox
3rd. Stephen Collins
4th. Len Krook
5th. John Danks
6th. John Sutherland

251.0
284.8
292.4
436.0
665.6
800.0

F3D;
1st. Ross Craighead
2nd. John Danks
3rd. Frazer Briggs

250.8
255.6
280.0

That’s about it for now.
Cheers John Danks

JR Airsail
299 Native Road
RD1
Tuakau, 2696
Phone 09 2334014
www.airsail.co.nz
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Model Rescue
Royal Naval Air Station Culdrose
Yesterday at 5:15 AM ·
One of our helicopter crews put their training to the test today in the
rescue of a crashed aircraft – well a crashed model aeroplane - which
had become lodged on top of a Cornish mine chimney.

A few days before, the owner of the radio controlled aeroplane watched
in disbelief as his model aircraft hit the prominent Victorian landmark –
the only structure of any height anywhere nearby.
Roger Bath, a member of the model aeroplane club RC Cornwall Flyers,
said he was dumbfounded when his plane became stuck on the chimney
next to their flying zone near Nancegollen, not far from Helston.
Mr Bath said: “I am a novice pilot anyway and last Sunday was windy.
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How the heck it got in the top of the chimney I don’t know. Even if you
tried to get it in there you’d be banging into the sides. It was
unbelievable.”
In desperation, club members got in touch with Royal Naval Air Station
Culdrose on the off chance the navy could help.
And by luck, a search and rescue training sortie was already planned for
this afternoon by 824 Naval Air Squadron, which trains Merlin
helicopter crews.

In the afternoon, the Merlin circled the site before lowering Lieutenant
Donell Fairweather on a winch line to the top of the chimney. He
promptly grabbed the aircraft and was then lowered to the ground nearby,
while the helicopter landed in a field next to the chimney.
Lieutenant Commander Steve Thomas, the senior pilot and instructor in
command of the training flight, said: "We had a three and half hour
training sortie booked for the afternoon and this was a genuinely
valuable training opportunity for a student pilot who had been given an
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usual search and rescue scenario, and staff rear crew who had the task of
conducting the rescue.
“The task was far from simple and we spent a great deal of time and
effort planning and considering all possible options, plans and dangers.
Everyone gets more out of doing something like this than they do just
training at the airfield.”

Mr Bath and his fellow club members were delighted with the recovery
and thanked the royal Navy crew for their dedication.
Navy aircrews at RNAS Culdrose regularly practice search and rescue
training in the event of emergency incidents while they are deployed on
warships.
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__________________________________________________________
Quiz question number 1:
Who is this female fighter pilot and what was she recently famous for ?
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THE DAY WE LOST 810 SQUADRON
FLEET AIR ARM, ROYAL NAVY
An account by Doug Garner, a pilot serving with
810 Squadron at the time.
Editors Note: I personally knew Doug Garner
during his time as an active RC flyer for both
Roskill Modellers and later Auckland Soar.
Doug was an extremely talented man. This is
only one of his stories he has told. Sadly
Doug passed away a few years ago now. RIP
Doug
For the record, Doug served as a Lieutenant
in the Royal Navy-Fleet Air Arm from
1943~46 and after a break, again from
1949~1953. During his service career, he flew
a number of aircraft that included : Fairey Fireflies, Seafires (Navalised
Spitfires), Corsairs and Furies.
It was January 1953 and 810 Squadron, equipped with Mk.4 Fireflies,
was embarked in HMS Ocean, a light fleet carrier operating from Malta
with the Mediterranean Fleet. Also embarked was 807 Squadron, flying
Sea Fury aircraft, both squadrons set up for a ground
attack role and due to relieve the two similar squadrons operating from
HMS Glory in Korea the following month.
As part of working up to operational standard for this low level role, we
had been on manoeuvres for some time with the British Army in Greece
and Crete where the rugged terrain is much like Korea. On this day, 810
Squadron (8 aircraft in “peacetime”) flew off first and after a 3 hour
mission over Crete returned to Ocean and landed on.
We taxied forward of the for’ard lift where the deck crew proceeded to
fold the wings and thus keep the deck as clear as possible for the Furies
when they returned. This was standard practice. The Firefly aircrews
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were going back to the crew room prior to having lunch but I had stayed
back to discuss some point or other with the deck crew and was still
there when the ship’s siren sounded for an emergency landing for one of
the Furies. Emergency landings were not uncommon and usually ended
up OK, but even so, everyone who could, came out to have a look. On
this occasion I stayed where I was with the deck crew.
To appreciate what later happened it is as well to know something about
our Furies which of course were great aeroplanes, and as our two
squadrons sometimes swapped and flew each other’s aircraft (when we
were back at Malta) I know this from having flown them. That superb
Centaurus engine of 2550 hp had been known to sometimes have
problems with the supercharger impellers throwing blades, which at
those revolutions could be disastrous.

The returning Fury pilot had reported very rough running and an
investigation later found that an impeller had shed a blade or blades
which almost sliced through the throttle control from the cockpit; the
pilot of course did not know this. He soon arrived back over the ship and
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entered the landing pattern. We watched as he made his approach, which
looked OK, but at the last moment the batsman waved him off.
In such an emergency, he should have been allowed to land even though
the approach may not have been ideal. We later found out that it was not
the batsman’s decision to wave him off; it was an order from the bridge
where the final authority lies. The pilot opened up and proceeded with a
normal go around but when he throttled back nothing happened; the
engine kept on at full bore. The damaged throttle control had obviously
been just hanging together and the action of applying full power had
caused it to part completely.

The Fury orbited the ship for some time, flat out, and I would love to
know just what the R/T conversation was between the pilot and the ship
but it was never revealed; I suspect that this was an order from the top.
In this situation, where the pilot has an engine which he cannot control
and it is going full bore, his options are limited to say the least. We were
within flying distance of Crete, and both squadrons had been operating
from Maleme aerodrome there, so returning to Crete was surely one
option. Had the pilot thought that the engine would not last the distance
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his other options were to gain altitude and bale out or ditch near the ship,
although the sea was fairly rough at the time. None of these options was
taken.
Perhaps it was intuition, but I had decided that the forward flight deck
was not the place to be when an emergency landing was in progress so I
had gone to the starboard side and watched events from there.….

Whatever had transpired over the R/T we did not know, but what
happened next stunned everyone. The Fury commenced an approach to
land on, with wheels, hook and flaps down, and the engine still at full
throttle. The batsman was taking no part in controlling the approach, bats
at his side, so he must have been under orders not to attempt to bring it
in. There could only be one result. The Fury hit the deck at an estimated
170 knots (85K normally) and the hook was torn out when it caught a
wire. The aircraft hit the first barrier and sliced through it’s one inch
steel cables, then ripped through the second barrier and with no other
obstruction ahead of it tore down the deck straight for 810’s Fireflies,
shedding bits of wing and fuselage as it went.
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The deck crew stood in disbelief as the Fury sped down the deck straight
at them. They ran and flung themselves into the nets which are rigged
along both sides of the ship for such emergencies. The wreck raced past
them and crashed into the closely packed Fireflies, erupting into a
fireball which engulfed them all. The fire crew was there quickly to find
the entire forward flight deck ablaze. They sprayed foam over the
burning Fury and the pilot, who was even then half out of the cockpit.
They got him out but he was terribly burnt. A fire at sea is the worst
nightmare you can imagine, for if it cannot be contained there is only
one way to go; over the side. The fire crew did a great job and finally
smothered the inferno but not before every Firefly and the Fury had been
reduced to smoking wrecks with the deck knee deep in foam. 807’s
Furies were forced to land back on Crete until Ocean’s barriers had been
replaced. We all had faith in our batsman, but he would never discuss the
disaster, obviously under strict instructions from the bridge to cover up
for a wrong decision made there which forced the fatal wave off. The
pilot did not survive his burns and was later buried at sea.
On a lighter note, (for all but one crew member) when the deck crew
dived for their lives the Petty Officer in charge, who was almost as far
forward as the round down, dived for the nets too. In full flight he
realised, too late, that the nets did not extend that far forward and he
continued his flight to the sea 60 feet below. The crew of our destroyer,
which acted as plane guard whenever flying was in progress, saw him in
mid air and were quickly on the spot, plucking him from the water
before he got into too much trouble because he was a non swimmer and
a very lucky man to survive such an incredible fall, his pride being all
that was hurt!
Also on a lighter note, 810’s pilots were flown by civilian plane back to
UK where 8 new Fireflies were taken out of mothballs and fitted with
long range tanks. We test flew them before flying them back to Malta
with one stop for re-fuelling at Nice in the south of France. Bad weather
closed in and we were forced to spend the night in the casinos of this
Riviera city! Penniless, we flew on to Malta later that day. 810 squadron
was back in business.
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After almost 50 years I still can’t understand some of the decisions made
that
day:
When the problem with the engine first developed the Fury was over
Crete so why did he not land at Maleme and see how serious it was? His
squadron commander was in the same flight, but only the pilot knew
how bad the situation was, so did he make the decision to return to the
ship or was he ordered to?
Why did Commander (Air) over rule the batsman and order the wave off
when it was an emergency landing? Rumour had it that he was angry
because the batsman was actually controlling the approach before he,
Commander (Air), had been called to the bridge and advised that there
was an emergency. Experienced pilots watching the approach all
considered it to be reasonable.
After the first aborted landing approach, and the pilot was considering
the options open to him, I can well understand his dilemma; you are out
of your natural element, you have a crisis on your hands and you may
not be thinking clearly or logically. No pilot relishes the prospect of
bailing out over the sea, or worse still, ditching into a rough sea, so he
may very well have thought that he would get back onto the ship
regardless of the advice or orders he was receiving from Commander
(Air). We will never know what he decided to do or why; that
information was never released.

810 Squadron
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Float Plane Day
Malcolm Foster
I really enjoyed that last floatplane day - wasn’t the weather
outstanding?
I didn’t really mind the 4-engine taking a nose-dive. I have pretty much
rebuilt it already, just needs painting - all back together like a big aerial
jigsaw. Lucky Phil and I trawled for all the pieces! I think the problem
must have been a flight battery connection failure, given the way the
motors all stopped and it lazily headed down with everything in the last
signal position. The bullet connectors weren’t exactly tight and I’ve
since adjusted them.
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Notice of NZ RC Pylon Team Trials
Notice of NZ RC Pylon Team Trials for next year’s Trans Tasman and
the next F3D/F5D World Championships in 2021.
F3R/F3T/F3D Trans Tasman October 2020 Queensland Australia.
(Exact date and venue to be confirmed)
NZ Team trials;
1st. Airsail MAC Pukekawa. Waikato Champs 23rd February 2020, rain
date 1st March 2020
2nd. Airsail MAC Pukekawa 22nd March 2020, rain date 29th March
2020
Combined F3D/F5D World Championships 2021 USA (exact date and
venue to be confirmed)
NZ Team Trials;
1st. Airsail MAC Waikato Champs 23rd February 2020, rain date 1st
March 2020
2nd. NZ National Champs January 2021 (exact date and venue TBA)
At present we are looking for expressions of interest for this World
Champs event. Expressions of interest to be presented to the Pylon SIG
by the 20th. January 2020.
Contact details;
John Danks,
Ph. 092334014
Email; theteam@airsail.co.nz

Lots of Pylons…..
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And what’s been happening at the field.

The boys obeying the captain

Three guesses who both the bum and plane belong to?..........
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Yep……………Hello Sel

Warren and Grant comparing who has the biggest
41

Gordon, Brad and Wayne not realizing there’s a BBQ going on
behind them

Ex President Roel Schoeten and Nancy Bradley
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Parting Shot: Quiz question number 2

Recently while waiting for my wife at the airport (twice) after her
gallivanting around the country for work I noticed the first thing the
ground crew did when the plane landed was hang this strange looking
sock under the plane.
“What’s that for” Dianne said
I wouldn’t have a clue.
Any takers ?.....Ed.
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Coming Events 2019
November 2019
 HMAC Club Night Meeting – Paper plane building and flying competition
November 13, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 Highbrook Aero Modellers RC Aerobatics Introduction Day
November 16, 2019 - @ Highbrook Model Airpark, Pukekiwiriki Place
Highbrook Auckland.
 RC Pylon Racing Series
November 17, 2019 - @ Airsail MAC Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
 Matamata – Piako Scale and Warbird Rally and BBQ
November 17, 2019 - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa
(Matamata)
 Combined Aerobatics Competition
November 23, 2019 - November 24, 2019 @ Central Nth Island venue to be
confirmed

December 2019
 RC Scale Competition – Waharoa Airfield
December 7, 2019 - @ Matamata – Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa
(Matamata)
 RC Aerobatics Competition
December 7, 2019 - @ Airsail MAC Airfield 299Native Road, Pukekewa.
 RC Aerobatics Competition - Norsewood
December 7, 2019 9:00 am - @ Galloway Farm, Norsewood (Southern
Hawkes Bay)
 HMAC Xmas BBQ and Funfly
December 8, 2019 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road, Hamilton

Flight Lines December 2019
December Newsletter deadline – Friday 29 November 2019

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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